
04 January 2019

Environmental Survey: Charlotte Place Winsford. 

Situation: 
Following reports of spontaneous activity around Redwing Street, a small 
electrical sub-station was within thirty feet of the property. This showed a level
of 6.8mG EMF. 
Conclusive evidence over the last number of years has demonstrated when 
spontaneous activity has been experienced, the location of a variety of devices 
may be involved. These could include mobile phone masts, RF masts, electrical
devices and pylons. 

Present: 
Tony Hayes PI UK.
Pauline Lloyd – Karma Tymes.
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A more detailed survey was needed to explore further the reasons for the 
spontaneous activity, which could be environmental, either Geopathic stress or 
location of electrical devices. 

On the first arrival, the electrical sub-station was rechecked, and this showed 
levels again of between 7.4mG and 1.3mG, and at ground level. This level 
continued across the road and into the pathway on the other side. This would 
suggest something was under the path and carried on under the road. A 
Magnetometer showed a level of .10 telsa; this level is considered normal. 

The idea was to explore the science and environmental possibilities and at the 
same time with Pauline Lloyd, look into the spiritual elements of the area, to 
see if Pauline Lloyd was able to help. Pauline is considered to be an expert with
earth energy. She was not briefed about the site or given any advance 
information; she went in cold. 

On arrival, Pauline said she felt uneasy, and the place had an oppressive feel to
it. She went immediately towards the substation and mentioned that the 
ground underneath had terrible energy. Although the sustation is hard to miss, 
Pauline's thoughts about the ground were impressive, she certainly hadn't 
been given any information. It was this information which led me to measure 
the EMF levels on the path opposite the substation, where I found the levels of 
EMF I had missed two days earlier. 

Pauline suggested that a survey of ley lines might help to explore the location 
of the substation to the nearest ley lines, this would rule in or out the 
substation built on a ley line. ** The Ley Line locator site is down and unable 
to access.
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Investigation. 
I decided to drive to Saint Chads Church and then work back towards the 
substation again.

'Please see photos below for numbered objects on above map'

      Saxon/Medieval Relics                      Well (the bottom has been capped)
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Saint Chads Church.                                                Looking towards substation on hill.

The white building to the left appears 
to be an old inn (pictures below)       
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Walking towards the well, there is a sign pointing towards two bridalways. I
walked the red line to the left on the above map. This bridalway runs up the

hill and towards the building site: See photo below.

Towards the end of the field, an electrical pylon runs across the feild and
towards the building site, you can see the poles on the above photo. They then

travel to the electrical junction box: See photo below.

These electrical lines, track towards the 
electrical substation at Charlotte Place.
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Location of mobile phone Monopole masts.

There are a number of Monopole masts close to the location (see main map on 
next pagae). Two are placed close together, see below:
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Conclusion. 
There is energy contamination close to the Charlotte Place substation. There is 
also an electrical pylon in the field next to the substation, which may also 
contaminate the location or add to the current levels, no energy readings 
recorded. 

There are some mobile phone Monopoles approx 2 miles away; these poles 
could either be 3G or 4G. If you were to except that EMF contributes to 
spontaneous activity, and the location is proved decisive for activity, there is an
available energy source at the site. 

Reported completed: 07 January 2019. 
Tony Hayes 

More information: - Click on links to view (opens page) 

MONOPOLES.

Controversial Burnham-On-Sea mobile Monopole phone mast.
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https://legacy.pedroc.co.uk/
https://www.burnham-on-sea.com/news/phone-mast-19-02-07/

	Controversial Burnham-On-Sea mobile Monopole phone mast.

